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Autonomous Data hiding in an Encrypted
Image using KM-DH Algorithm
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Abstract: K Means Clustering (KM) based data hiding
algorithm (KM-DH) is to perform cluster operation which means
split pixels into chunks from already encrypted image. Under
Consideration of splitted pixels find place to allocate information
Authenticated person encrypt the image pixels with their key to
prepare envelope image then flow goes by grouping the pixels to
stuff the already encrypted image of lowest bits to generate place
to allocate data using K means Clustering methods with the help
of secret key it form split up matrix.In Receiver side after getting
the encrypted data they can withdraw data and image separately
without overlapping each other using data and image encryption
key.At the same time receiver can also get both the image and data
without any bug by dimensional link.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the data transmission across the internet are
growing fastly day by day. The valuable data such as personal
image, confidential audio and video, authenticated data’s etc
are must be protected from vulnerable activity. Because data
theft are increasing tremendously in this channel. We are all
facing so many forgery, data loss and data theft due to
insecure communication link and also many security
problems are available in many websites. In this the main
problem we have to focus in the area of data confidentiality
and data authentication. There are various mechanisms are
available for data hiding such as symmetric key encryption,
Asymmetric key Encryption, Hashing techniques and digital
signature.
II. RELATED WORKS
Using secret key stenographic messages are encoded and then
a cover image is altered into encoded message. The
recognition of steganographically encoded bundles is called
steganalysis.[1], Three algorithms are available. It is difficult
to remove the necessity of specifying the k value in further but
the first algorithm perform those functioning its bring about
ideal number of cluster.
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Second design decrease computational unpredictability and
delete dead unit issue. It choose the most populated zone as
cluster region. Plain data structure is used to stock data in
every of the looping and then in the successive looping by
third algorithm.[5],Using image preprocessing technique, it
detect and remove noises present in the image. Converting
original input image into three different stages
(RED,BLUE,GREEN).Embedding takes place after stage
separation at the same time secret key is embedded with data
extraction and embedding process. Its difficult to decode the
data without knowing the keys[7],Encrypted image pixels are
stretched with the help of spilt-up matrix Aij to allocate the
memory place for data hiding using the proposed K means
clustering algorithm in these case data can be hidden in the
picture and the end user can get information and picture
autonomously with their relating keys.
III. PROSPOSED SYSTEM
In proposed system there are three modules available. Two
module comes under sender side and third module comes
under receiver side. They are picture encryption, data
encryption and data decryption and picture extraction. On
Sender side, the authenticated person encrypt the original
picture with the help of the encryption key. After getting the
encrypting picture it undergone into KM mechanism to
perform clustering process to get pixels and split up matrix. In
this duration it produces LSB of the encrypted image using
data encryption password to generate the place for
information covering up. On recipient side, they can easily
decrypt and get the data using decryption key in generated
place from the encrypted picture. The changes in the Lowest
bit doesn’t affect the original picture quality. In other hands,
its also possible to decrypt both the content and image as well.
A. Encrypt Picture using secret key
In an picture the bit plane refers binary values for all pixels.
Take the original picture, find out the lowest bits in the picture
in each pixels. In Lowest bits insertion have either 24 bit color
or 8 bit color. Every pixel can have one in 2^24 colors or 2^8
colors given by 8 bits each. Gray scale value carries intensity
information such that, consider
Show the gray value as ABi,j , where i,j indicates the
pixel position, and pixel bits denoted as ci,j,0 , c i,j,1 ,…, ci,j,23 or
ci,j,0 , c i,j,1 ,…, ci,j,7 The gray value is converted into bits by
converting
ABij=(ACi,j,k∕2k) Mod 2. K=0,1,2…..27
Perform encryption using XOR operation ACi,j,k with each
pixel of an picture
ABi,j,k = BCi,j,k~ ACi,j,k
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B. Data Insertion with Encrypted image
Here insert data in a randomly interchanged position of the
pixels and tamp it with the spilt up matrix to allocate a place
for locating data by using KM Mechanism
Algorithm: Data hiding in KM Mechanism
READ CI Original (encrypted) picture, D[1,…n] Text, and K
Secret key
RESULT picture Text.
SET variables O,P and I
Choose Vp/V pixels from CI Variables
ABij=Aij%Bij
P= [V-Vp] p(k)
G= [V-Vp]/P
I=0
While
for j in range of(o,p)
for k in range of(o,m)
Lowerbiti,j= Aj,k
endfor
endfor

Fig. 1(b)
Fig. 1(a)
Figure. 1(a) Koala.jpg Figure. 1(b) Encrypted picture

Figure. 1(c)

Fig. 1(c) picture hiding data Fig. 1(d) Decrypted image
By using both the data-hiding and the encoded keys, the
embedded data could be decoded efficiently and the original
image could be perfectly recovered from the encrypted image
containing embedded data.

cbitsi,1..M.L-I =Lowerbit i,1,…., Lowerbit i,M.PL-I
PMi,1…I
= Lowerbit i,O.PL-I*1,…..., Lowerbit i,O.PL
PMi…G,1...I = [unicode(D[1,….n])]/2k mod 2 , k=1,..,7
p = [V%Vp]
return CI containing D[1,……,n]

V. CONCLUSION

C. Both data and Picture retrieval
In receiver end, the receiver can have the option to retrieve
data or picture or both. Due to the randomly chosen pixels we
can choose selection and transformation is easier and at the
same way intruder can’t find the data without knowing the
secret key. Because the region values and pixels group are
varying randomly so it is difficult to retrieve the data. In
addition to that, the reverse process is really convenient for
the authorized user to retrieve the data as well as picture.
Therefore the reverse process of KM mechanism for data
hiding is easier. At the same time receiver can also get both
the image and data without any bug by dimensional link.

K means clustering data hiding mechanism is used for data
hiding and picture encryption without affecting the original
quality of the picture. With the help of the spilt-up matrix the
encrypted pictures pixel scale used to allocate the place for
data hiding. The receiver can extract the data or they can
retrieve picture or both data and picture without any
correlation and bugs
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